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Abstract. I analyze some of the attacks against the Physical Symbol
System Hypothesis—attacks based on the presumed need for symbolgrounding and non-symbolic processing for intelligent behavior and on
the supposed non-computational and “mindless” aspects of brains.

The physical symbol system hypothesis (PSSH), ﬁrst formulated by Newell and
Simon in their Turing Award paper,1 states that “a physical symbol system [such
as a digital computer, for example] has the necessary and suﬃcient means for intelligent action.” The hypothesis implies that computers, when we provide them
with the appropriate symbol-processing programs, will be capable of intelligent
action. It also implies, as Newell and Simon wrote, that “the symbolic behavior
of man arises because he has the characteristics of a physical symbol system.”
Newell and Simon admitted that
The hypothesis could indeed be false. Intelligent behavior is not so easy
to produce that any system will exhibit it willy-nilly. Indeed, there are
people whose analyses lead them to conclude either on philosophical or
on scientiﬁc grounds that the hypothesis is false. Scientiﬁcally, one can
attack or defend it only by bringing forth empirical evidence about the
natural world.
Indeed, many people have attacked the PSSH. Their arguments cluster around
four main themes. One theme focuses on the presumption that computers can
only manipulate meaningless symbols. Intelligence, some people claim, requires
more than formal symbol manipulation; it requires some kind of connection to
the environment through perception and action in order to “ground” the symbols
and thereby give them meaning. Such connectedness is to be achieved through
what some of its proponents call “embodiment.” Intelligence requires a physical
body that senses and acts and has experiences.
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Some even claim that to have “human-level” intelligence, a machine must have
a human-like body. For example, Hubert Dreyfus argues that:2
. . . to get a device (or devices) with human-like intelligence would require
them to have a human-like being in the world, which would require them
to have bodies more or less like ours, and social acculturation (i.e. a
society) more or less like ours.
In order to avoid arguments about what kind of body (if any) might be required, I think discussions about this theme would be less confusing if, instead of
being about bodies, they were about the need for “grounding” symbols in whatever environment the intelligence is to function. Such an environment might be
either the actual physical world or simulated, artiﬁcial worlds containing other
agents.
Another theme focuses on the presumption that much that underlies intelligent action, especially perception, involves non-symbolic (that is, analog signal)
processing. Of course, any physical process can be simulated to any desired degree of accuracy on a symbol-manipulating computer, but an account of such a
simulation in terms of symbols, instead of signals, can be unmanageably cumbersome.
The third theme, related to the second, comes from those who claim that
“computation,” as it is ordinarily understood, does not provide an appropriate
model for intelligence. Some have even said that it is time “to do away with the
computational metaphor that has been haunting AI for 50 years: the brain is not
a computer!”3 Intelligent behavior requires “brain-style” (not computational)
mechanisms.
A fourth theme is based on the observation that much that appears to be
intelligent behavior is really “mindless.” Insects (especially colonies of insects)
and even plants get along quite well in complex environments. Their adaptability
and eﬃcacious responses to challenging situations display a kind of intelligence
even though they manipulate no symbols. Jordan Pollack extends this claim
even to human intelligence. He has written “Most of what our minds are doing
involves mindless chemical activity . . .”4
In light of these attacks, where does the PSSH stand today? Manifestly, we
have not yet mechanized human-level intelligence. Is this shortcoming the fault
of relying on the PSSH and the approaches to AI that it encourages? Might
we need to include, along with symbol manipulation, non-symbolic processing
modules in order to produce intelligent behavior? Of course, it could just be that
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mechanizing intelligence is so much more diﬃcult than we ever imagined it to be
that it’s not surprising that we haven’t done it yet regardless of the approaches
we have tried.
Let’s look ﬁrst at the claim that the PSSH is based on manipulating formal
(and thus meaningless) symbols and is false for that reason. John Searle, for
example, has written:5
What [a computer] does is manipulate formal symbols. The fact that
the programmer and the interpreter of the computer output use the
symbols to stand for objects in the world is totally beyond the scope of
the computer. The computer, to repeat, has a syntax but not semantics.
Searle makes this claim as part of his argument that computers (viewed as
symbol-processing systems) cannot be said “to understand” because the objects
(in the world) that the symbols stand for are beyond their scope.
Rodney Brooks has also criticized the PSSH, and proposes (in supposed contrast) what he calls “nouvelle AI . . . based on the physical grounding hypothesis.
This hypothesis states that to build a system that is intelligent it is necessary
to have its representations grounded in the physical world.”6
Searle and Brooks both seem to have ignored an important part of the PSSH.
According to Newell and Simon:7
A physical symbol system is a machine that produces through time an
evolving collection of symbol structures. Such a system exists in a world
of objects wider than just these symbolic expressions themselves.
Regarding this “world of objects,” a physical symbol system includes (in addition
to its means for formal symbol manipulation) the ability to “designate.”
Here is Newell and Simon’s deﬁnition (my italics):
“An expression [composed of symbols] designates an object if, given the expression, the system can either aﬀect the object itself or behave in ways dependent
on the object.”
We see that the designation aspect of the PSSH explicitly assumes that, whenever
necessary, symbols will be grounded in objects in the environment through the perceptual and eﬀector capabilities of a physical symbol system. Attacks on the PSSH
based on its alleged disregard for symbol grounding miss this important point.
In any case, in many applications, it isn’t clear that symbol grounding is
needed. For example, the “knowledge” possessed by expert systems—expressed
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in symbolic form either as belief networks or as rules—has no direct connection to
objects in the world, yet “formal symbol manipulation” of this knowledge delivers
intelligent and useful conclusions. Admittedly, robots that perceive and act in
real environments (as well as other systems that function in artiﬁcial, simulated
environments) do need direct connections between some of their symbols and
objects in their environments. Shakey most certainly had a body with sensors
and eﬀectors, but most of its processing was done by a physical symbol system.
Let’s turn now to the second theme, namely that intelligent action requires
non-symbolic processing. It is often claimed that much (if not most) of human
intelligence is based on our ability to make rapid perceptual judgments using pattern recognition. We are not able to introspect about what underlies our abilities
to recognize speech sounds, familiar faces and “body language,” situations on
a chess board, and other aspects of our environment that we “size-up” and act
upon seemingly automatically. Because we cannot introspect about them, it is
diﬃcult to devise symbol-based rules for programming these tasks. Instead, we
often use a variety of dynamical, statistical, and neural-network methods that
are best explained as processing analog rather than discrete symbolic data.
Statistical and neural-network methods are quite familiar to AI researchers.
The subject of dynamical systems, however, might not be. In an article in The
MIT Encyclopedia of Cognitive Science, Tim van Gelder writes:8
A dynamical system for current purposes is a set of quantitative variables
changing continually, concurrently, and interdependently over quantitative time in accordance with dynamical laws described by some set of
equations. Hand in hand with this ﬁrst commitment goes the belief that
dynamics provides the right tools for understanding cognitive processes.
...
A central insight of dynamical systems theory is that behavior can be
understood geometrically, that is, as a matter of position and change of
position in a space of possible overall states of the system. The behavior
can then be described in terms of attractors, transients, stability, coupling, bifurcations, chaos, and so forth—features largely invisible from a
classical perspective.
I grant the need for non-symbolic processes in some intelligent systems, but I
think they supplement rather than replace symbol systems. I know of no examples of reasoning, understanding language, or generating complex plans that are
best understood as being performed by systems using exclusively non-symbolic
processes.9 Mostly this supplementation occurs for those perceptual and motor
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activities that are in closest contact with the environment. This point has long
been acknowledged by AI researchers as evidenced by the inclusion of “signalto-symbol transformation” processes in several AI systems.10
Pandemonium, an early AI architecture proposed by Oliver Selfridge,11 was
non-commital about the symbolic versus non-symbolic distinction. Its hierarchically organized components, which Selfridge called “demons,” could be instantiated either as performing non-symbolic or symbolic processes. In combination,
his model would be a provocative proposal for a synthesis of those two processing
methods.
Now, let’s analyze the phrase “the brain is not a computer,” which is the
main point of the third theme of attacks against the PSSH. People who make
this claim often stress distinctions like:
Computers have perhaps hundreds of processing units whereas brains
have trillions.
Computers perform billions of operations per second whereas brains perform only thousands.
Computers are subject to crashes whereas brains are fault tolerant.
Computers use binary signals whereas brains work with analog ones.
Computers perform serial operations whereas brains are massively parallel.
Computers are programmed whereas brains learn.
Etc.
Aside from the fact that many of these distinctions are no longer valid,12
comparisons depend on what is meant by “the brain” and what is meant by
“a computer.” If our understanding of the brain is in terms of its component
neurons, with their gazillions of axons, dendrites, and synaptic connections, and
if our understanding of a computer is in terms of serial, “von Neumann-style”
operation—reading, processing, and writing of bits—all accomplished by transistor circuitry, well then of course, the brain is not that kind of a computer. So
what?
We don’t understand “computation” (the metaphor we are being persuaded
to abandon) by reference only to a low-level, von Neumann-style description.
We can understand it at any one of a number of description levels. For example,
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computation might be understood as a collection of active recursive functions
operating on symbolic list structures. Alternatively, it might be understood as
parallel-operating “knowledge sources” reading from, transforming, and writing
complex symbolic expressions on a “blackboard.” Other possible computational
models are a collection of symbol-processing Pandemonium demons, a “dynamic
Bayes network” of symbolically-represented propositions,13 or a loosely-coupled
society of simple computational “agents.”14
Perhaps our gradually increasing understanding of how the brain operates
will lead to other useful computational models, such as the graphical models of
the neo-cortex proposed by Hawkins; by Hinton, Osindero, and Teh; by Lee and
Mumford; and by Dean.15 Our ideas about what “computation” can be are ever
expanding, so those who want to claim that the brain is not a computer will
need to be more precise about just what kind of computer the brain is not.
Engineers have no diﬃculty using several levels of description and neither will
brain scientists. Transistors and synapses are best understood and explained
using the vocabularies of physics and chemistry. But database systems, for example, are best understood and programmed using higher-level computational
concepts—which, by the way, had to be invented for those purposes. Similarly I
predict, understanding how brains represent declarative knowledge, understand
and generate language, and make and carry out plans will require levels of description higher than that of neural circuitry. And just as engineers already have
a continuum of bridges connecting an explanation of how transistors work with
an explanation of how computers perform database searches, brain scientists will
eventually have bridges connecting their explanations of how neurons work with
their yet-to-be perfected explanations of how brains carry out those processes
we call intelligent.
There is already some exciting progress on developing symbol-based theories
of brain operation and on connecting these theories with neural circuitry. For
example, Randall C. O’Reilly, writes that the pre-frontal cortex “is critical for
maintaining current context, goals, and other information in an active state that
guides ongoing behavior in a coherent, task-relevant manner.”16 He even suggests
that neural circuits protect against noise in the same way that computers do,
namely by employing binary encoding, and that neural circuits are capable of
“limited variable binding.”
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In a paper about certain brain sub-systems, Richard Granger writes: “Together
the system produces incrementally constructed and selectively reinforced hierarchical representations consisting of nested sequences of clusters.”17 Granger
has also told me that “even in brains, many of us ﬁnd it appropriate to include
symbol-processing levels of description (though I should note that the science is
evolving, and there are still those who would disagree).”18
In his “neural theory” of how the brain understands language, Jerome Feldman employs such computational level, symbolic constructs as “schema,” “feature,” and “value.” He writes, “There is convincing evidence that people organize
their perceptions and actions in terms of features and values.”19 Feldman stresses
the importance of connecting computational level descriptions in his theory to
“key neural properties, including massive parallelism, robustness, spreading activation, context sensitivity, and adaptation and learning.”20
No doubt AI research will beneﬁt greatly from what computational neuroscientists and cognitive scientists learn about how the brain works. But I don’t
think it will involve abandoning the computational metaphor.
Now, what about the idea that intelligence is “mindless”? Several examples
of mindless processes are cited by adherents of this view. Here are some cited
by Jordan Pollack,21 who coined the word “ectomental” to describe them: The
process of evolution, proceeding by random changes in the genome and selective survival of organisms that result from the genome, produced intelligent
humans. (But producing an intelligent system is diﬀerent from being an intelligent system.) Reinforcement learning produced a neural network that plays
better backgammon than human experts. (Pollack failed to note that the inputs to the neural network were symbolic features of the backgammon board
and that the best performance was obtained in combination with limited-lookahead symbolic search.) The animal immune system can discriminate between
self and non-self without “a central database listing which compounds are in
or out.” He concludes by writing that “dynamical processes, driven by accumulated data gathered through iterated and often random-seeming processes, can
become more intelligent than a smart adult human, yet continue to operate on
principles that don’t rely on symbols and logical reasoning.” So far, no such “dynamical processes” have produced systems that can prove theorems, make and
execute plans, and summarize newspaper stories. And, when and if they ever do
produce such systems, they will be best explained, I predict, as using “symbols
and logical reasoning.” Pollack’s statement that “Most of what our minds are
doing involves mindless chemical activity . . .” is no more helpful than would be
17
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a statement like “Most of what airline reservations systems are doing involves
mindless electronic currents.”
Rodney Brooks has achieved a great deal of success in using his “nouvelle AI”
ideas to program rather simple (one is tempted to say mindless) “creatures.”
Most of his systems lack complex representations, even though his “physical
grounding hypothesis” doesn’t explicitly disallow them. Nevertheless, the behaviors of these creatures are quite impressive and are described in his “Elephants
Don’t Play Chess” paper. But the title of that paper belies the diﬃculty. They
don’t, do they? Brooks attempts to deﬂect such criticism by writing “it is unfair to claim that an elephant has no intelligence worth studying just because it
does not play chess.” But I don’t claim that elephant “intelligence” is not worth
studying. I only claim that, whatever it is, it isn’t human-level intelligence, and
I think more complex representations, symbolically manipulated, will be needed
for that.
In summary, I don’t think any of the four diﬀerent kinds of attacks on the
PSSH diminishes the importance of symbolic processing for achieving humanlevel intelligence. The ﬁrst attack is based on the erroneous claim that the PSSH
lacks symbol grounding. By all means, let’s have symbol grounding when needed.
The second attack is based on the need for non-symbolic processing; let’s have
that too when needed. The third attack, based on the claim that the brain is
not a computer, will vanish when people who study brains increasingly use computational concepts to understand brain function. And the fourth attack, based
on the idea that brains are mindless, will vanish when it becomes evident that
constructs best understood as being mindless achieve only mindless behavior.
So what does all this have to say about the status of the PSSH? Some might
say that the PSSH’s claim that a physical symbol system is “suﬃcient” for
intelligent action is weakened by acknowledging that non-symbolic processing
might also be necessary. Newell, however, seemed not to be willing to concede
that point. In a 1988 book chapter, he wrote:22
. . . the concept of symbols that has developed in computer science and
AI over the years is not inadequate in some special way to deal with the
external world.”
...
For example, such symbols are used as a matter of course by the Navlab
autonomous vehicle (a van that drives itself around Schenley Park next
to Carnegie-Mellon), which views the road in front of it through TV
eyes and sonar ears, and controls the wheels and speed of the vehicle
to navigate along the road between the trees . . . The symbols that ﬂoat
everywhere through the computational innards of this system refer to
the road, grass, and trees in an epistemologically adequate, though sometimes empirically inadequate, fashion. These symbols are the symbols of
the physical symbol system hypothesis, pure and simple.
22
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I’ll leave it at that. For those who would rather think about the perception
and action routines of Navlab (and of Shakey and Stanley) in terms of signals
rather than symbols, the “suﬃciency” part of the PSSH is clearly wrong. But
the “necessity” part remains uncontested, I think.
What about the future prospects for physical symbol systems in AI? Brooks’s
“Elephant” paper makes a proposal:
Traditional [that is, symbolic] AI has tried to demonstrate sophisticated
reasoning in rather impoverished domains. The hope is that the ideas
used will generalize to robust behavior in more complex domains.
Nouvelle AI tries to demonstrate less sophisticated tasks operating robustly in noisy complex domains. The hope is that the ideas used will
generalize to more sophisticated tasks.
Thus the two approaches appear somewhat complementary. It is worth
addressing the question of whether more power may be gotten by combining the two approaches.
Here is my prediction about the future of physical symbol systems in AI:
They will take on a partner (as Brooks proposes). AI systems that achieve
human-level intelligence will involve a combination of symbolic and non-symbolic
processing—all implemented on computers, probably networks of computers.
Which parts are regarded as symbolic and which parts non-symbolic will depend on choices of the most parsimonious vocabulary and the most useful programming constructs—which, after all, are intimately linked. We will ﬁnd it
most convenient to describe some parts with equations involving continuous and
discrete numbers. And, those parts will correspondingly be programmed using
operations on continuous and discrete numbers. We will ﬁnd it most convenient
to describe the higher level operations in terms of non-numeric symbols. And,
those parts will correspondingly be programmed using symbol-processing operations.
In the not-too-distant future, I hope, the controversies discussed in this paper
will be regarded as tempests in a teapot.
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